
NOTES ON A' MEASURES 

By Hae 800 Oh 

In this paper, we give a simple characterization for the atomic measure, and 
using this characterization and results of Johnson [1] , we shall show that the 
product measure of two atomic measures is also atomic. 

Our definition for atomic and nonatomic measures coincides with those of Johnson [1]. 
Other definition and terminology follo‘w those in Halmos [2] . 

DEFINlTIONS. A subset A of measurable space (X,.9') is called a locally 

measurable set if, for each Eε.9'， EUA is a measurable set. 
8uppose μ is a measure on the (1- ring .9'. A set E will be called an atom for 

μ if (1) μ(E)>O and (2) given F E ‘9', either μ(EnF) or μ(E-F) is o. 

In order to prove the equivalent condition for the atomic measure, we have the 
following. 

LEMMA 1. 11 E Z"S a measurable set 01 poszïz"ve measμre t% %easμre space (X , 
‘9', μ) and IJJI.(E) Z"S the class 01 all locally measurable sets A lor whz"ch ez'ther 

μ(EnA) or μ(E - A) z's O. then 없(E) z"s a monotone r z"ng. 

PROOF. To show that 없(E) is a ring, we assume that A and B are arbitrary 

members of 없(E). Then, by the relations E-(A-B)=(E-A)U(En B) and En(A 

-B)=(E-B) n(EnA), and the facts that either μ(E-A) or μ(EnA) is 0 and 

either μ(E-B) or μ(EnB) is 0, we get that either μ(E-(A-B)) or μ(En(A-B)) 

is O. It implies that A - B ε IJJI. (E). 

The fact that either μ(E-(AUB)) or μ(En(AUB)) is 0 follows from the relation 

that E-(AUB)=(E-A)n(E-B) and En(AUB)=(EnA)U(EnB), and the fact 

that A and B are members of 없(E). Hence we get AUBεIJJI. (E). 

Now we show that 없(E) is a monotone class. Let {An} be an incresing sequence 

in 없(E). If there is a set An such that μ(E-A)=O， then μ(E-(UηA씨)=0. On 

the other hand, if, for each member An in {Aη}， we have μ(EnAn) =0, then 

μCEn(UAη)) =μ(lim EnAn) =lim μ(EnAη)=0. 
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Next suppose {Bη} be a decreasing sequence in 없CE). If there exists a rnernber Bn 

such that μCEnBn) =0, then μCEn(nBn))=o. If, for each n, we have μ(E-B싸= 
n 

=0, then μ(E- nBt)=μ(1irn E-B써 =lirn μ(E-Bn)=O. These facts irnply that 
n n n 

'im (E) is a rnonotone class. 

Frorn Lernrna 1 and the result that a rnonotone ring is a-ring [2, 6. A] , we 

obtain easily the following. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose (X,.9', μ) z.s a measure space, and a-yz.ng .9' is generated 

by the class of sets ‘웃. Then the following are equivalent. 

(i) E is an atom for measure μ. 

(ii) for each ηzember F of y , ez"ther μ(EnF) or μ(E-F) is O. 

Now, we shall show that the product rneasure of two atornic rneasures is atornic 
by the aid of above result. In order to show this, we prove following two 

lernrnas. 

DEFINITION. We shall say that (X,.9', μ) is an atomic measure space if every 

rneasurable set of positive rneasure contains an atorn. 

LEMMA 3. Suppose (X ’ ‘9", μ) and (y ,..9'"", ν) are a-fi쩌te atomic measure spaces 

and, let E and F be atoms for μ and J.J respectively. Then measurable rectangle 

ExF is an atom for product measμre μ × ν . 

PROOF. Let RxS be a rneasurable rectangle. Since ExF - RXS= [(E (j R) X (F 

-S)] U [(E-R)XF] and (EXF)nCRXS)=(EnR)X(FnS). The facts that either 

μ(EnR) or μ(E-R) is 0, and either J.J(FnS) or JJ(F-S) is 0, irnply that either 

μ×ν((EXF)-(RXS)) or μ×ν((EXF)n(RXS)) is o. 
Since .9'x ‘r is a-ring generated by the cIass of all rneasurable rectangles. By 

Theorern 2, we get EXF is μ×ν-atorn. 

LEMMA 4. Sμ때ose (X,.9', μ) and (y, ‘:T, ν) are a-fz"nite atomic ηzeasure spaces. 

Then, for each ηzeasurable rectangle ExF wz"th posz"#ve measμre， tkere exist 

countable disjoint collection of atoms EkXFk for μ×ν sμch tkat μ×ν(EXF)= 

μ×ν(념EkXFk)and EkXFkCEXF for each k. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to show the case that μ(E)<∞ and ν(F)<∞. Now since μ 

CE)>O, J.J(F)>O, E ε .9' and FE ‘:T, there exists a countable collection of atorns 

EmζE(F“CF) such that μ(E)=μ(9Em) (u(F)=ν(PFn) respective1y) [1, Theorem 2. 2] . 
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Since μXIJ(EXF) =μ(UE，，) XIJ(UF n) =μ×ν(UEmXFn) and each EmXFn is an 
m n an 

atom for μX lJ by lemma 3, the countable collection {EmXF n} is required one. 

THEOREM 5. 1/ (XXy, .?X ‘r , μ×ν) z's a prodμct measμre space 0/ two (J-/inite 

atomic measμre spaces (X • .? μ) and (y, ‘r , lJ), then (XXy, ‘9'x ‘:r, μXν) is 

also (J-fz"nUe atomz'c. 

PROOF. If E is arbitrary member of ‘9'x .3’ with positive measure, then there 

exists a sequence {En} of measurable rectangle of finite measure whose unon con. 

tains measurable set E. By lemma 4, there exists a countable disjoint collection of 

atoms Ef such that lμLXωLν얘/ k 

n '~k n 

k_k 
one E; such that μXν(E~. n E) > 0; otherwise μXIJ(E) =0. Now since any subset 

n η 

of atom of positive measure is a1so an atom [1, p 650] , EZnE is an atom for 

μX lJ. It follows that every member of .? X ‘r contains an μXIJ-atom. 
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